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ABSTRACT

An experimental study of CHFG (Critical Heat Flux in Gap) has been performed to
investigate the inherent cooling mechanism using distilled water and Freon R-113 in
hemispherical narrow gaps. As a separate effect test of the CHFG test, a CCFL (Counter
Current Flow Limit) test has been also performed to confirm the mechanism of the CHF in
narrow annular gaps with large diameter. The CHFG test results have shown that an
increase in the gap thickness leads to an increase in critical power. The pressure effect on
the critical power was found to be much milder than predictions by CHF correlations of other
studies. In the CCFL experiment, the occurrence of CCFL was correlated with the Wallis
parameter, which was assumed to correspond to the critical power in the CHFG experiment.
The measured values of critical power in the CHFG tests are much lower than CCFL
experimental data and the predictions made by empirical CHF correlations.
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1. Introduction
During the TMI-2 accident, molten corium was kept inside the reactor vessel and cooled

down without vessel failure, which means that there might be inherent cooling mechanisms
that are not known yet clearly. In order to explain the safe cool-down of the relocated corium,
a gap-cooling mechanism between relocated corium and reactor pressure vessel is
considered to be a plausible one that plays a major role in corium cooling. In order for gap
cooling to be effective, the gap size should be large enough and water continue to be
supplied through the gap. The maximum power of a heat source removable through boiling is
the critical power. At the critical power, the whole of heated surface will be dried off.
Therefore, a critical power in hemispherical narrow gaps should be determined to assess
effectiveness of the gap cooling mechanism. An experimental study of CHFG has been
performed to investigate the inherent cooling mechanism. The objectives of the CHFG test
are to measure a critical power using distilled water and R-113 with experimental parameters
of system pressure from 1 to 10 atm and gap thickness of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0 mm.

From the visualizing experiments in the hemispherical narrow gap, it was observed that
the CCFL phenomena prevented water from wetting the heater surface and induced
dryout[1]. That is, CCFL determines the upper limit of cooling capability through gaps that
might be formed. In this regard, the CCFL experiments in annular passages with large
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diameter are needed. As a separate effect test of the CHFG, a CCFL test has been also
performed to confirm the mechanism of the CHF in narrow annular gaps with large diameter.
In the CCFL experiment, the occurrence of CCFL was correlated with the Wallis parameter,
which was assumed to correspond to the CHF in the CHFG experiment. The measured
values of critical power in the CHFG tests are compared with the CCFL experimental data
and the predictions made by empirical CHF correlations.

2. Test Section
Figure 1 shows the CHFG experimental facility, which consists of an electric heater, a

pressure vessel, a heat exchanger and a coolant control system. Four units of stainless steel
outer pressure vessel were manufactured to provide gap sizes of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 mm
between the copper shell and the pressure vessel itself. The experiments were performed
using de-mineralized water and Freon R-113. The measurements of critical power were
made in the range of 1 to 10 atm. The heat generated by the electric heater is removed in a
heat exchanger, which takes a role in system pressure regulation as well. A level gauge is
installed in the pressure vessel to confirm that the heater is always covered with water during
the experiments. The occurrence of dryout was noticed by 66 K-type thermocouple readings.
More detailed information on test facility and procedure of CHFG are shown in Reference [2].

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of CCFL test facility, which consists of a water
supply system, an air supply system, and a test section. The cylindrical test section consists
of two walls. The diameter of inner wall is 498 mm and the length of annular gap is 250 mm.
The gap sizes are 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0 mm to correspond to the CHFG test, and the operating
pressure is 1 atm. The test section is made of acrylic resign to allow visual observation on
the two-phase flow behaviors inside annular gaps. The measuring parameters are water
mass flow rate, steam flow rate, and differential pressure between top and bottom of the
inner wall. The occurrence of CCFL was defined by a rapid increase of the differential
pressure and an increase of water level in the upper part of the inner wall. More detailed
information on test facility and procedure of CCFL are shown in Reference [3].

3. CHFG Test Results
In the CHFG tests, the dryout region always started from the upper left edge because of

CCFL phenomenon. The temperature of this region remains slightly higher than 100°C. The
wetted region shrinks and the dryout region expands with time increase. The velocity of the
dryout expansion and temperature increase rate of the dryout region get larger with time.
This is because the local heat flux at the wetted region increases due to extra heat
transferred from the dryout region by conduction. When the dryout region expands to the
bottom of the copper shell, the temperature increase of that location is so fast that the heater
power should cut off immediately for heater protection. This heat flux with which the dryout
region undergoes self-expansion is defined as the critical power.

Figure 3 shows CHFG test results on critical power using water and R-113. As shown in
Fig. 3, an increase in gap size from 0.5 mm to 1 mm almost doubles the critical power but
that from 1 mm to 2 mm affects critical power just a little. Namely, an increase in the gap
thickness leads to an increase in critical power. The measured critical power using R-113 are
60 % lower than that using water due to the lower boiling point, which is different from the
pool boiling condition. An increase in pressure leads to small increase in critical power.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the CHFG test results on critical power with other
studies of CHF experiments in gaps of rectangular channels and horizontal plates. Chang &
Yao carried out CHF experiments with test sections of vertical annulus at atmospheric
pressure and developed the following correlation[4]:

ICHF . | Pz _ 0.38

where, qCHF, g, D, Pn pg, hfg, L and sare the critical heat flux, gravitational
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acceleration, diameter, liquid density, gas density, latent heat of evaporation, heated length
and gap size, respectively. Monde et al.[5] carried out the CHF experiment at atmospheric
pressure in vertical rectangular channels. They reported the following empirical correlation:

0.16
. 4 / 2 —

P*hA

where, a is the steam-water surface tension.
For comparison, we put the parameters of the present experiments into the above

correlations and the gap size was assumed to be 1 mm. Koizumi et al.'s CCFL
measurements[6] are also compared. They carried out CCFL experiments in narrow-gap
annular passages and presented their experimental data. Since they did not suggest any
CCFL correlation, we did some regression analysis to develop the following CCFL
correlations:

y*"2 + 0.23jiU2 = 0.32 for 2 mm gap (3)

y*1/2 +o.35y;*
1/2 = 0.35 for 1 mm gap (4)

^ ' D«=D-~D'

In order to present them in Fig. 4, superficial velocities are changed into corresponding
heat flux that can produce the same mass flow of steam. Koizumi et al.'s CCFL correlation
seems to be close to the present measurements in terms of value and pressure trend, while
Chang & Yao and Monde et al's correlations predict much higher. The reason is thought to
be that, in the present experiments, CCFL prevents water from penetrating into the top end
of the gap and global dryout occurred at lower heat fluxes. Compared with those two
empirical CHF correlations, the pressure effect of the present results seems to be quite small.
As those two CHF correlations were developed based on the data measured under
atmospheric pressure, the pressure trend predicted by them might not be correct. Especially,
Monde et al.'s correlation shows rapid increase in CHF with system pressure. It does not
seem to be appropriate to use at an elevated pressure.

4. CCFL Test Results
In the CCFL experiment, water was accumulated with constant level in the upper plenum

and differential level in the upper plenum and differential pressure across gap was very small
in normal condition. When CCFL occurs, significant increase in the differential pressure and
in the water level was observed.

In the previous studies, the CCFL test data were presented by following Wallis
parameter[7] and Kutateladze number[8].

=Cw (5)

where,

A=Jk\ n/
k , . Kl=jk 4 / * (7)

V SD{pi ~Pg) \ g<?(Pi -pg)

As shown in Fig. 5, the occurrence of CCFL in the CCFL test was correlated with Wallis
parameter in the gap thickness of 1.0 mm, as follows:
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=0.613 (8)

Figure 6 shows CCFL test results with other correlations, which were Chang & Yao and
Monde's. The CCFL test data were assumed to correspond to the following CHF in the
CHFG experiment, namely, the superficial velocities in the CCFL test are changed into
corresponding heat flux that can produce the same mass flow of steam.

P,h

As shown in Fig. 6, the CCFL experimental data are much higher than the measured
values of CHFG tests on critical power. The variation trend, however, are similar. The higher
value of critical power in the CCFL experiment will be evaluated using more CCFL
experimental data on other gap sizes of 0.5, 2.0, 5.0 mm.

5. Conclusion
The CHFG(Critical Heat Flux in Gap) tests have been performed to identify heat transfer

characteristics. As a separate effect test of the CHFG test, a CCFL test has been also
performed to confirm the mechanism of the CHF in narrow annular gaps with large diameter.
The CHFG test results have been shown the measured critical power values were found to
be lower than those measured in planar and annular gaps. The pressure effect on the critical
power was found to be much milder than predictions by CHF correlations of other studies. An
increase in the gap thickness leads to an increase in critical power in the CHFG experiment.
The measured values of CHFG tests on critical power are much lower than CCFL
experimental data. It is necessary to test the CHFG with large gap thickness and the CCFL
with variable gap size. Finally, CHFG correlation will be developed using the CCFL test data.
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the CHFG test facility.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the CCFL test facility.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of CHFG test results with
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Fig. 6 Comparison of CCFL test results with
CHFG test results and other
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